
Teaching Outline & Presentation  
Students will select an appropriate topic relating to Spring summit and prepare a teaching outline 
and 30 minute presentation.  
 

Outlines 
Be sure to make enough copies (14) of your teaching outlines (see sample in your 
notebooks) for your classmates and instructors   Successful outlines will include 
thoughtfully organized and pertinent information, graphics & or pictures, and references.  
Outlines must be no longer than one page (front & back) in length – be sure to fill it up!; 
multiple pages are not acceptable.  Outlines should also be 3 hole punched in 
preparation for placement into student notebooks.  It is recommended that you meet with 
your course instructors in order to help determine the most important information on your 
topic to be included. 

 
 

Presentation 
Your key to success lies in sufficient preparation and a creative teaching approach.  The 
instructors will be available to assist you and help in your preparation. Grading criteria 
include:  

1. Presenter’s Overall Preparation 
2. Clear presentation goals?  Do you think the stated goals were met?   
3. Knowledge of Topic (Effective demonstrations/ minimal use of notes/ ability to 

answer questions)   
4. Did the presenter utilize creative methods in their teaching?   
5. Was the presenter able to involve & engage participants?   
6. Presentation Flow/ Time (30 minutes)/ implementation of appropriate teaching 

skills 
 
 
Objectives 

• Share personal skills or acquired knowledge with classmates. 
• Improve ability to organize information in a manner effective in oral/visual 

presentations. 
• Gain a depth of knowledge in an area of personal expertise that will allow you 

to contribute to the knowledge of others. 
• Display ability to lead a group in a safe and effective manner. 

 
 
Format 
The actual format you use is totally open to your own subjective ideas about the best way 
to teach the material.  We suggest using a progressional format when teaching skills.  We 
also suggest "telling'em what your going to tell'em, then tellin'em, then tellin'em what you 
told'em." Visual aids such as slides, video and pictures are highly recommended.  We 
also recommend demonstrating skills.  Be sure to keep the presentation light and fun.  
Allow time for questions. Following the presentation you will be evaluated by the 
instructors and course participants.    
 

 


